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Abst ract - -The  unique solution of a general nonlinear Hammerstein-type equation is obtained 
based on the contraction mapping principle. Introducing a suitable weighted norm, the range of values 
of the involved parameter allowed by the contraction mapping principle is shown to be increased. 
Detailed construction of the suitable weight function is given. Application to a specific Hammerstein 
integral equation is considered supported by a numerical example. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN OBJECT IVES 
Consider the general parameter-dependent Hammerstein-type equations of the form 
u = f + AKNu,  (1.1) 
where f ,  u are elements of a general complex Banach space E, K is a linear operator on E, N is, 
in general, a nonlinear operator defined on certain domain in E, and A is a complex parameter. 
Various special cases of equation (1.1) have been intensively investigated by many authors. For 
example, an equation of the form 
u = f + Tu, (1.2) 
has been investigated by Dotson [1] in 1978. Based on Mann's iteration process [2], Dotson was 
able to construct he unique solution of equation (1.2) in the complex Hilbert space H when 
assuming the operator T to be nonexpansive dissipative operator on H. In 1986, in addition to 
giving error estimates in each step of iteration, Chidume [3] extended the work of Dotson to a 
wider class of operators that are dissipative and Lipschitzian with Lipschitz constants greater 
than or equal to one. Then he considered the case of more general locally Lipschitzian operators. 
In the same year, he generalized his results even more in Lp space [4]. In 1994, Zhu [5] generalized 
the work of both Dotson [1] and Chidume [3,4]. He studied equation (1.2) in the general real 
Banach space setting. The operator T was assumed to be m-dissipative and locally Lipschitzian 
with a Lipschitz constant greater than or equal to one. He also used the Mann's iteration process 
to construct the unique solution of equation (1.2). 
Parameter-dependent quations of the form 
u = f + )~Tu, (1.3) 
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where X is a positive parameter, have been also studied. With almost he same assumptions on 
the operator T and using the same technique, Chidume [6] extended his work in [4] to study 
equation (1.3) in Lp spaces with p _~ 2. Later in 1990, in addition to giving an error estimate at 
each step of iteration, he constructed approximate solutions of equation (1.3) in a wider space of 
functions [7]. Namely, he studied equation (1.3) in a real Banach space which has a uniformly 
convex dual space. 
Another special equation of the form 
u = f + KNu,  (1.4) 
has also been studied by many authors. For example, Chidume in [8], used the more general 
Ishikawa iteration process [9] to find iterative solutions of equations of the form (1.4) in separable 
Hilbert spaces. Both operators K and N were assumed to be defined on a nonempt% closed, and 
convex subset of the separable Hilbert space. In this case, the operator K was assumed to be 
nonexpansive, monotone, and satisfy certain growth restriction. The operator N was assumed to 
be nonexpansive and monotone. Recently, in [10] O'Regan was able to establish some existence 
results for an equation of the type (1.4) in both the Hilbert space and the real Banach space cases. 
In the Hilbert space case, he assumed that the nonlinear operator N satisfies certain monotonicity 
assumptions. In the case of the real Banach space, N was assumed to be decomposable into two 
other operators each of which satisfies, the well-known Caratheodory conditions. 
The main purpose of the present paper is to find iterative solutions of the most general equa- 
tion (1.1) in the general complex Banach space setting, with no monotonici~ assumptions on 
the nonlinear operator N and no restrictions on the value of its Lipschitz constant. Unlike the 
previous work, the developed analysis depends on the well-known contraction mapping princi- 
ple. Naturally, the relaxation of restrictions on the operator N will reflect on the allowed range 
of values of the parameter ~ (which in our case will be allowed to take positive, negative, or 
even complex values). To improve this allowed range of values of ~, we introduce an equivalent 
weighted norm on the Banach space that allows a reduction of the norm of the operator K, and 
consequently, increases the range of X allowed by the contraction mapping principle. Detailed 
construction of this weighted norm will be given. Application of the obtained results to an equa- 
tion more general than that studied by O'Regan in [10] will be also given. Finally, to show the 
validity of our analysis, a simple numerical example will be investigated. 
2. NOTATION AND BASIC DEF IN IT IONS 
Let X be a linear space over the real field R or the complex field C. Denote by E = (X, NI) 
the commutative Banach algebra with unit e E E obtained by completing X with respect o 
the norm H.H and on which certain multiplication operation is defined. The set of all invertible 
elements on E will be denoted by S. Let B(p) = {u E X, Hull <_ p} denote the closed ball of 
radius p centered on the origin in E. Two norms ]1.11 and ]1.111 are said to be equivalent if there 
exist positive constants m and M such that mllull <_ Ilu]ll <_ M]lull, for all u E E. Denote 
by Ew = (X, II-IIw) the commutative Banach algebra obtained from E by renorming X by an 
equivalent weighed norm II.I]w. An operator T is said to be contractive on B(p) i fT : B(p) ~ B(p) 
and HTu - Tvll ~_ c~Hu - vii, u, v E B(p), 0 _< a < 1. An operator N is said to satisfy a Lipschitz 
condition on B(p) with Lipschitz constant M if HNu - Nvll (_ MHu - vii, for all u, v E B(p). 
Finally, we shall denote by C[a, b] the Banach algebra consisting of all real valued, bounded, 
continuous functions defined on the closed interval [a, b] with pointwise multiplication and the 
usual maximum odulus norm. 
3. MAIN  RESULTS 
The contraction mapping principle states that: if T : B(p) --* B(p) is contractive on the closed 
bail B(p) on a Banach space E, then the iteration scheme un = Tu,~_l, n = 1, 2, . . . ,  converges to 
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the unique fixed point fi E B(p) of T, for arbitrary uo E B(p). Moreover, at any step of iteration 
we have that Ilun - fill -< (¢~n/1 - ~)llul - Uoll. The proof of the following lemmas can be easily 
established. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let K be a bounded linear operator defined on a Banach space A = (X, II.II) and 
N satisfies Lipschitz condition on the closed bail B(p) C A with Lipschitz constant M,  A E C. 
Define an operator T = f + AKN,  where f E A, then T is contractive on B(p) provided that 
7 = MIA[ I[K[[ < 1 and []f[[ < p(1 - 7). Moreover, equation (1.4) has a unique solution • 6 B(p) 
which can be obtained as the limit of the sequence Un = Tun-x,  n = 1,2, . . . ,  for arbitrary 
starting dement uo E B(p). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let T be defined as in Lemma 3.1 and let E = (X, I[.[D be a commutative Banach 
aigebra with unit e. Assume that w E S C_ E and define a new norm [[.[[w on E by [[u[[w = [Iwu[], 
for all u 6 E. Then 
(1) ll-IIw is a norm equivalent to [[.[[, 
(2) B(fi~) C_ Bw(pw) C_ B(p), where Bw(pw) is the closed ball centered at the origin and of 
radius Pw in Ew = (X, I1.11~,) and Pw = p/ll - ll, Pw = p,,/ l l~ll ,  
(3) N and T satisfy on Bw(pw) Lipschitz conditions with constants, M~ = Mllwll II ,-'ll and 
7~ = M-,iAI IIKII.,, respectively. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let T be the operator defined in Lemma 3.1 and assume that Lemma 3.2 holds. 
Assume further than an dement w E S C_ E is such that for every u in E we have that 
1 
I[g[[w < Mw[A----~[" (3.1) 
Then 7w < 1, T is contractive on B~(pw) t'or all f E E satisfying 
Ilfll,,, < p(1 - q,w). 
I/' in addition A is such that MIAI IIKII > 1, then IIKII  < IIKII/llwll IIw-lll and T is contractive 
on B~(p~,) /'or all ~ e C satisfying 
1 1 
MIIKI--"--'/-< I,Xl < M,,,IIKII,,," (3.2) 
PROOF. From Lemma 3.2, it follows that T satisfies a Lipschitz condition on Bw(pw) with Lip- 
schitz constant "yw = Mwl)~l IIKIIw. Hence, if condition (3.1) is satisfied, then "Yw < 1. If, in 
addition, Ilfl[w ~ p(1 - "Yw) then by Lemma 3.1, it follows that T is contractive on Bw(p~,). If 
M[)q IlKll > 1 and condition (3.1) is satisfied, it follows that [IKII~ < IlKll/ltwll Ilw-lll and T is 
contractive in Bw(p~) for the wider range of values of the parameter Adescribed by (3.2). | 
It should be noticed that Theorem 3.1 is applicable only if a reduction of the operator norm 
[[K[[ to [[K[I~ is possible. Sometimes this may not be possible. As for example, if we consider 
the case when the norm of the operator K is equal to the spectral radius of K (in this case 
Ilgll = Ilgllw). 
Condition (3.1) of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied if there exists a compact linear operator L : E - ,  E 
and an element w E S C_ E such that for every u in E, we have that 
(i) Ilgull~ <_ Ilull~llL(w-1)ll~, 
and moreover, if MIAI IIKII > 1, we have that 
1 
(ii) IIL(w-~)ll~ < g~l~----/" 
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4. EX ISTENCE OF  THE COMPACT OPERATOR L 
To show that such a compact linear operator L with the above-mentioned properties (i) and (ii) 
can be constructed, we assume that the operator K is a linear integral operator defined on the 
Banach algebra C[a, b] by 
gu(x) = ~(x, s)u(s) ds, 
where the kernel function k(z, s) is continuous on [a, b] x [a, b]. We define an operator L : C[a, b] --* 
c[a, b] by 
Lu(x) = I~(z,s)lu(s)ds, 
then we have the following result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let K and L be the operators det~ned above, then L is a compact linear operator 
on C[a, b] tlmt satist~es condition (i). 
PROOF. It is easy to prove that L is a compact linear operator on C[a,b] (cf. [11, p. 105]). To 
show that L satisfies condition (i), we have: assume that w is an invertible element of C[a, b] 
with the property that w(s) > 0 for s E [a,b], and let u be any element of C[a,b]. Then we have 
/I z I/ IIKull. - -  max w(:r) k(x, s)u(s) ds a<_~<_b 
< max w(x) Ik(x,s)l w(s)lu(s)lds 
- a<~,<b 
< Ilull,~ max w(z) Ik(x,s)l ds 
- -  a<z<_b  
= Ilull~llL(to-1)ll~. I 
5. CONSTRUCTION OF  THE WEIGHT FUNCTION W 
The following theorem illustrates the existence of a suitable weight function w in C[a, b] that 
satisfies condition (ii). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let L be a compact linear operator on C[a,b] and q is any number ffreater 
than the spectral radius of L. Then there exists an invertible element w in C[a, b] such that 
IIL(w-1)llw _< q, where to -1 is the inverse element of w. 
PROOF. Let e(t) --- 1 denote the unit element of the Banach algebra C[a, b]. It is sufficient o 
prove that there is an invertible element w in C[a, b] satisfying the inequality 
w(t)L(w-1)(t) < qe(t), for all t[a, b]. (5.1) 
Consider the equation 
qw-~(t) - L(w-~)(t) = g(t). (5.2) 
Since q is greater than the spectral radius of L then, from the Fredholm theory of compact 
linear operators, equation (5.2) has a solution w -1 in C[a, b] for every g in C[a, b]. Choose g in 
C[a, b] such that g(t) > 0, for all t E [a, b]. Then, for any such choice of g, any solution w -1 
of (5.2) must satisfy qw-l(t) - L(w-l)(t)  > 0, for all t E [a,b]. Hence, if such a solution w -1 is 
invertible in C[a, b] then condition (5.1) will consequently be satisfied. Thus, we shall construct 
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such an invertible solution w -1 E C[a,b] of (5.2) as follows: fix constants ~ > Pl > 0 and look 
for solutions of (5.2) in the form 
= ~e - ~, I1~11 <- pl.  (5.3) 
Clearly, any such solution will be invertible in C[a, b] and its inverse is given by w(t )  = 1~(re(t)  
- u( t ) )  > 0, for all t E [a, b]. Substituting (5.3) into (5.2) we get 
(q - L )u  = l/(q - L )e  - g. (5.4) 
Fix a constant Po > max(HLII,q), then any other constant p > P0 is not in the spectrum of L. 
Hence, R = (2 - L) -1 is a bounded linear operator [11, p. 85] in C[a,b], and moreover, IIRH (_ 
1 / (p -  IILH). Consequently, (5.4) can be rearranged in the form 
u = n[v (q  - L )e  - g + (p - q)u]. (5.5) 
Fix two numbers p and f~ such that 
max( l lL l l -q ,0)  </3 <p0-  q, P > ~Pl, 
and define g = pe +/3u. Clearly, g(t) > 0 for all t E [a, b] provided HuH < pl. With this form 
of g, equation (5.5) becomes 
u = R[F  + (p - q - f~)u] = Pu,  (5.6) 
where F = (vq - p - uL)e.  The operator P is contractive on B(p l )  provided P : B(pl) --* B(pl) 
and 1 / -  IP - q - f~l HR[] < 1. This latter condition is satisfied for p _> P0. For, since f~ > IILll - q 
we have 
~- Ip -q -~ l l lR I I  _< Ip -q -~ l  =p-q- /3  <1.  
p-  IILII p -  [ILII 
To insure that P : B(p l )  -*  B(pl) we require, for all u 6 B(pl )  that 
IIPull <_ IIRII IIFII + ~Pl _< pz. 
This condition is satisfied provided that IIRII IIFII <_ (1 -~)p l  which can always be arranged 
by choosing p large enough, since IIRII < 1/ (p  - IILII) and F is independent of p. For such a 
choice of p, the operator P is contractive on B(pl) and has a unique fixed point f ie  B(pl). 
Consequently, w -1 = ue - fi is an invertible lement in C[a, b] of the required form. I 
We can easily see that the requirement ~/< 1 is satisfied if 
IILII - q < 2p - q - IILII, (5.7) 
and P :  B (p , )  --4 B(p l )  if 
P > ULII + [vq - #[ + uJJL[[ (5.8) 
- p l (1  - 7) 
Hence, by choosing p such that (5.7) and (5.8) hold all the requirements of Theorem 5.1 will be 
met. 
In the above discussion, we have seen that the choice of q is independent of the specific value 
of w, while the right-hand side of condition (ii) depends on the choice of w. However, if we 
denote by R the set of all invertible lements of C[a, b] of the form w = (re - u)-*, Ilu[[ < Pl < v 
we notice that IIw-*ll = live - ull < v + Pl, Ilwll = II(ve - u)-*[I < 1/(u - pl), for all w e R. 
Hence, l/(llwll IIw-lll) >_ (~-  pl)l(,, + p,) ~ c, (say) for all w e R, and Theorem 5.1 can now 
be applied. 
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6. NUMERICAL  CONSIDERATION 
The following example illustrates the validity of the established results. Let C[0, ~] denote 
the commutative Banach algebra with pointwise multiplication and the usual maximum modulus 
norm. The unit of this algebra is e(x) - 1 for all x E [0, ~]. Consider the linear integral operator 
N :  C[0, ~] ~ C[0, ~] defined by 
K(u)(x) = k(x, s)u(s) ds, u E C O, , 
Jo 
with the kernel function k(x, s) =- sin x cos s, x, s • [0, ~]. It is clear that K is a compact operator 
on C[0, ~] and HKII = 1 (cf. [11, p. 105]). It is also clear that 
f.,, [;] L(u)(x) = Ik(z, s)l~(s) ds = k(x, s)u(s) ds = K(u)(x), u • C O, , 
JO JO 
and that  
1 
L"(u) = 2--~_1L(u), n = 1, 2, 3, . . . .  
Now, i fp > 1 then by Corollary 2 of [11, p. 105] it follows that 
1[ ] 1[ 1 E R=_(p-L ) - t=p e+ p-nLn =p e+ 2--if:y_1L =p e+ 2--~_l . 
The spectral radius of the operator L is given by 
r=limsupllLnll l /n=limsup ( i ~l/n i 
. -oo  . - .oo \2-~r-~]  I ILI I1/" = 3" 
Therefore ,  we can choose constants q = 3/4,  Pl = 1, v = 2, Po = 2, p = 50.5,/~ = 0.5, and /~ = 1 
which satisfy the requirements of Theorem 5.1. Hence, equation (5.6) reduces to 
1 
u = ~-~ (e + 0.02L)[(0.5 - 2L)e + 49.25u]. 
The unique solution of this equation is obtained by means of the contraction mapping principle 
in the form 
2 
u(x) = p(2p- 1) (0"5sinx) = -0.000198 sin x ~, -0.0002 sin x. 
Hence, the required positive invertible weight function w is given by 
w(x) = (~e(x) - u(~)) -1 = 1 
2 + 0.0002 sin x" 




u(x) = f(z) + A k(x, s)u(s) ds, (6.1) 
Jo 
u, f  • C[0, ~] and k(x,s) -- s inxcoss, (x,s • [0, ~]), is well known and is given by 
2A sin z t ~/2 / f ( s )~sds ,  A # 2. (6.2) 
u(x) = f (x)  + ~-~ J0 
It is easy to see that this solution can be recovered, in the closed unit ball B(1), using our 
analysis for any value of the complex parameter A satisfying [A I [[KI[ = [A[ < 1, provided that 
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[If[I ~ 1-IA[. On the other hand, ifA is such that [A[ > 1, we are still able to get the solution (6.2) 
of the equation (6.1) for a wider range of values of the parameter A if we renorm the Banach 
algebra C[0, -~] by the equivalent weighted norm [I.IIw generated by the above constructed weight 
function w. For, since [[wl[ -- 1/2, [Iw-lll = 2.0002 and hence, 
I [~ /2  sds i [[K[[w = max w(x) sin:rcos = ][wl[ = 2" 
0<z<~r/2 J0 
Then, the norm of the original operator K is reduced to one-half of its original value. Thus, 
using Theorem 3.1 we can apply the contraction mapping principle, on the closed ball Bw(1/2) C 
Cw[0, ~] with radius 1/2, (where C~[0, ~] is the Banach algebra C[0, ~] endowed with the equiv- 
alent norm II.lL) for the wider range of values of the parameter ~ given by 
1 1 4 
{IKI----/= 1 <_ I~l < Ilwll [[w-ll[ [IKII,~ = 2.000---"~  2. 
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